The focus of the event is to recognize participants in the DHS Secretary’s Honors Program Cyber Student Volunteer (CSVl) Initiative cohort and provide program awareness to DHS Components and stakeholders. The event will include speakers from DHS Senior Leadership, a panel discussion, and an interactive roundtable discussion with CSVl participants. The event will showcase student volunteer accomplishments and students will share feedback about their experiences with the program. Throughout the event, participants will have the opportunity to interact with CSVl alumni and interface with leading cybersecurity industry experts.

**RECOGNITION EVENT GOALS:**

The purpose of the DHS Secretary’s Honors Program CSVl Recognition event is to recognize members of the 2016 CSVl cohort and foster interest in the Secretary’s Honors Program (SHP) Cyber Student Volunteer Initiative (CSVl). Attendees will have the opportunity to:

1) Learn about the SHP CSVl program; and
2) Meet and make professional connections with cyber professionals and CSVl alumni and recent CSVl interns.

**REGISTRATION**

For registration, go to: [http://www.cvent.com/d/1vqz6f](http://www.cvent.com/d/1vqz6f)

Registration is complimentary, however, space is limited.

---

**October 21, 2016,**

10 a.m. - 12 p.m

**National Association of Home Builders**

1201 15th St NW

Washington, DC 20005

**Who Should Attend**

High School, undergraduate and graduate students studying Cybersecurity, Computer Science or STEM related disciplines, accompanying faculty members, DHS Components and industry partners.

This event is sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science & Technology Directorate (S&T) Cyber Security Division (CDS) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer (OCHCO).